Abstract: This paper describes new analogue adaptive filters based on wave synthesis technique. To facilitate simple adaptation process and stability checks, adaptive series and parallel wave adaptors with only one variable coefficient are developed including a suitable algorithm for updating the coefficients of the filter adaptors. A simulation example of system identification is included confirming the viability of the proposed analogue adaptive filters. An efficient hardware implementation of the analogue adaptive filters is outlined.
Introduction
Analogue adaptive filters have the potential to operate at higher speeds, consume less power and occupy smaller silicon area when compared with adaptive filters implemented using digital techniques [1] . Analogue adaptive filters have been successfully employed in various applications including digital magnetic storage, and it is likely they will continue to play an important role in future digital communication applications. Analogue adaptive filters based on LC ladder prototypes have received particular attention because of their low sensitivity and capability of meeting sharp frequency response specifications [2] . This paper presents a new analogue adaptive filters based on LC ladder prototype. The proposed analogue adaptive filters are derived from the wave synthesis technique developed by Fettweis [3] . The wave synthesis technique was originally developed to design digital filters with low sensitivity. It has been reported that wave filters can also be implemented using analogue technologies, including OTA-C [4] , switchedcapacitor (SC) [5] and switched-current (SI) [6] [7] [8] . All these reported analogue wave filters have so far been with fixed frequency characteristics. Wave analogue filters with adaptive characteristics have not been addressed in the literature. The aim of this paper is to investigate the explicit design of analogue wave filters for adaptive signal processing.
Analogue wave adaptive filters
Before we introduce analogue wave adaptive filters, a brief overview of wave theory is given. The wave synthesis technique simulates the behaviour of LC networks by transforming passive inductors or capacitors into one-port elements. Parallel and series wave adaptors are used to connect these one-port elements. An example of a 3 rd -order low-pass LC ladder prototype is shown in Fig.1(a) with Fig.1(b) showing its equivalent wave filter.
rd -order LC low-pass ladder prototype The wave adaptor coefficients ij γ are calculated using the following expressions, which must be satisfied for each 3-port adaptor:
3-port series adaptors: , where 00 R =1
Since port10 and port01 are the same port ( Fig.1) , this means port resistance 10 R should be the same as 01 R .
Consequently, 10 R will change with 01 R which will result in the variation of wave adaptor1 coefficients according to Eq.(4). 
So if we adapt the coefficients of wave adaptor0, it will affect the values of the coefficients in wave adaptor1. This conflicts the design of wave adaptive filters, whose wave adaptor coefficients are required to be varied independently of each other towards their required values. Therefore, in order to achieve wave adaptive filters, it is necessary to fix the value of interface port resistance ( 01 R and 11 R in this example) during the adaptation process. From Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), it can be achieved by keeping the corresponding coefficients in each wave adaptor at the fixed ratio during the adaptation process. R =m into Eq.(2), the following relationship is obtained:
And the input-output relationship of 3-port series and parallel wave adaptor are: Series adaptor: Compared with the analogue wave filter with fixed character [8] , analogue wave adaptive filters, which based on these adaptors, can keep the interface port resistance fixed during adaptation process and update each coefficient independently toward its required value. In addition, Fig.2 shows each wave adaptor requires only one coefficient to be varied for the adaptive operation, for example, 00 γ for wave adaptor0.
From the definition of wave adaptor coefficients, Eq.(2), each set of wave adaptor coefficients corresponds to the passive component (for example, the coefficients, j 0 γ , j=0,1,2, in wave adaptor0 corresponds to 1 L , Fig.1.) . Therefore, updating the adaptor coefficients during adaptation process, the wave adaptive filter behaves like an adaptive LC filter. Furthermore, due to this correspondence, the wave structure has simple stability checks. The stability of the wave structure can be easily guaranteed by ensuring the values of passive components L and C not to be negative. From Eq. (1) and (2), it can be shown that the wave adaptive filter structure is stable, provided the wave adaptor coefficients satisfy the following conditions:
Adaptive algorithm
To implement analogue wave adaptive filters, an adaptive algorithm is required to update the filter's adaptor coefficients. The performance criteria used for adaptive filter is the mean-squared error (MSE): 
For adaptive state-space filter and the adaptive direct-form IIR filter, the gradient signal
is obtained through the sensitivity formulas [2, 9] . In wave adaptive filter, the input-output transfer function is expressed in terms of wave adaptor coefficients [8] , and it is usually in a complicated form. So its gradient estimate functions will be more complicated and difficult to implement. Therefore, an alternative approach should be used to estimate the gradient signal in wave adaptive filter. Recently, a new algorithm for filter adaptation, called the dithered linear search (DLS) technique, has been introduced [10] . The application of DLS algorithm to the wave adaptive filter is considered now. The term dither here refers to the action of perturbing the wave adaptor coefficients 0 i γ by intentionally injecting small random (or pseudorandom) signal with zero mean, i δ . The wave gradient signal is given by measuring the change of squared-error function with respect to the dithered signal. The binary dither signal i δ with small amplitude ∆ and zero mean is expressed as:
The estimation equation for gradient signal is derived as follows:
where 2 σ is the variation of the dither signal From Eq.(8), the update operation for the wave adaptor coefficient is given as follows:
A block diagram is shown in Fig.3 for the adaptation operation of each series or parallel wave adaptor coefficient. 
Simulation and application
In this section, the theoretical analysis of the wave adaptive analogue filters is validated using Matlab and is used in a system identification application. In order to model the adaptation process in Matlab, it is necessary to model the adaptive filter and DLS algorithm. The wave adaptive filter consists of adaptive series and parallel adaptors and delay cells. The model of the wave adaptive structure is derived by describing the wave adaptors using Eq.(5). The DLS update process, shown in Fig.3 , is modelled and simulated by describing Eq.(12). A dither signal producer was implemented by a random binary function with zero mean and variance of 2 σ and the constraints of Eq.(6) are employed to ensure stability. Replication of the DLS block diagram is necessary for each coefficient. One common application of adaptive analogue filters is system identification. Fig.4 shows the block diagram of system identification model. As an example of all-pole filters, 3 rd -order lowpass Chebyshev wave filter with 0.177dB ripple, and 0.2 normalized cutoff frequency has been chosen as reference filter. The normalized value of passive components in the prototype circuit, Fig.1(a) , are calculated as: 
Fig.4 block diagram of system identification
It is assumed that the wave adaptive filter is also based on a 3 rd -order wave structure. According to adaptive theory [9] , both the wave adaptive filter and the system to be identified are fed with an input white signal of variance 5. White noise of variance 0.1 is added to the output of the reference filter. The DLS algorithm converge factor µ used in this example is 4×10 -4 . For each data sample k, 1<k<2000, a dither signal with variance of 4×10 -3 is inserted into the system, Fig.3 . Mean-squared error (MSE) is used as the performance criteria for the DLS adaptation. These coefficients compare well with those of the reference filter (within 3% difference with reference value), indicating that the wave adaptive filter is operating as expected. The frequency response of the adaptive and reference filter are given in Fig.6 showing after the adaptation process, the wave adaptive filter exhibits similar performance to the ideal reference filter, indicating successful system identification. 
Circuit implementation
Wave adaptive filters have two parts: the analogue wave filter and the DLS adaptation part, Fig.3 . Different analogue technologies, such as switched-capacitor (SC) and switched-current (SI), can be used to implement the part of analogue wave filter circuit. SI technology is more suitable for implementing the part of analogue wave filter because the values of wave adaptor coefficients depend only on the aspect ratio of the current mirror transistors in SI technology [8] . Previous research has shown that nonideal characteristics, i.e. dc-offset, is introduced into the adaptive filter by using analogue implementation of adaptation part [1] . It will lead to deterioration in the performance of analogue adaptive filters. Recently there is indication that the digital implementation of gradient algorithm is more robust in the presence of dc-offset [1, 10] . Therefore, the hardware-efficient method for digitally adapting analogue SI wave filter structure is considered here, Fig.7 . 
Conclusion
This paper has demonstrated the feasibility of using the wave synthesis technique to design analogue adaptive filters. This has been achieved by developing adaptive series and parallel adaptors with only one coefficient per adaptor that needs to be updated. This has the potential to meet two desirable features in adaptive signal processing: simple adaptation process and easy stability checks. A simulation of system identification has been included, validating the theoretical analysis of the proposed analogue adaptive filters. Furthermore, an outline of a hardware implementation of the filters has been presented.
